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mila liks to swim in the ocean? 

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Circle the words that rhyme.

How many words rhyme?  _________

I  think  I’ll  get  on  a  boat  today.

I’ll  sail  so  very  far  away

And  find  an  island  where  I’ll  stay

Forever  and  just  play.

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

Name: 

Circle the noun in each  
sentence

The  water  is  cold.

The   ocean  is  huge.

1 0 0 2 0 2

ELA Buzz

Daily ELA 
Practice

B
011

Circle the vowel team that completes 
the word. Then write the word.

Is the vowel sound short or long?  

____________________

The water is very d ____ ____ p.

Complete each word to match the picture.

 s e ______ se ______  s ______ e

3 errors
 ee  ea  ei



Write the correct word 
to complete the  
sentences.

We each have  

__________ pencils.

The teacher asked us  

__________  sit down.

 to  two  too
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Name: 

Write the word to answer the riddle.

I can be in a bottle or in a stick.
I make things stick together for you.

I am ___________ !

______  ______  ______  ______  

Circle the consonant blend 
in the word above.

1 0 0 2 0 2

Daily ELA 
Practice

B
012

 school  Mrs. Potts  teacher Milo 
 student  Compass Academy

Sort the nouns.

Put a check next to the 
correct sentence.

Mrs. Ryland telled us to read.

Mrs. Ryland tolded us to read.

Mrs. Ryland told us to read.

Math BuzzELA Buzz

Write the contraction on the line.

I  _______________  want homework.

We  _______________  talk in the hallway.

(do not)

(can not)

 common nouns proper nouns
 book The Magic Tree House
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Name: 

1 0 0 2 0 2

Daily ELA 
Practice

B
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Add the correct punctuation at the end of each sentence.  
Then draw a line to match the sentence to the correct sentence type.

I am so excited to eat the birthday cake ____  question

What flavor is the cake ____  statement

Blow out the candles and make a wish ____  exclamation

Math BuzzELA Buzz
Read each word aloud. Sort the word.Fill in the missing letters to  

correctly spell each word.
cap ice mice cake face

 /c/ (hard c) /s/ (soft c)
 cup pencil

Circle the three nouns in the sentence.

Darnell  got  many  toys  for  

his  birthday.

Which noun is a proper noun? 

____________________

Synonyms are words that  
have similar meanings.

Circle the word that is a  
synonym for gift.

 present wrap bow

p _____ r t _____

b a l l _____ _____ n

c _____ _____ d
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Name: 

1 0 0 2 0 2

Daily ELA 
Practice

B
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Antonyms are words that have  
opposite meanings.

Draw a line to match the antonyms.

sunny  dark

bright  dry

wet  cloudy

Fill in the missing letters to correctly spell the word.  
Then write a sentence using that word.

______ ______ o w - precipitation in the form of small white ice crystals

____________________________________________________________________

Underline the two verbs in the sentence.

Circle the tense of the verbs in the sentence.

Marley  jumped  in  the  puddles  and  ran  

in  the  rain.

 past present future

Color the five words that 
rhyme with rain.

 train trim pain

 plan stain drain

 brain stem brim

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

We losed power for too days because of the storm.

____________________________________________________________________

2 errors
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Put a check next to  
the sentence with  
correct punctuation.

Name: 

1 0 0 2 0 2

Daily ELA 
Practice

B
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Liam wasn’t tired?
Grandpa was  
very tired!
Can I play more.

“Liam, it’s time for bed!” called Grandpa.
“I’m not tired! Can we stay up a little later?” Liam called back.
“You can stay up for ten more minutes. But no longer!” Grandpa set 

a timer for ten minutes.
Liam played with his toys. After ten minutes the timer buzzed.  

He went upstairs and got ready for bed. He put on his pajamas.  
He brushed his teeth.

He looked for Grandpa, but he couldn’t find him.
“Grandpa, where are you?” Liam called. “Can you  

read me a story?”
Then Liam heard a loud noise. It sounded like a  

chainsaw. He followed the noise into Grandpa’s  
bedroom. Grandpa was fast asleep!

“Goodnight, Grandpa,” Liam whispered. “Sleep tight.”

Write the numbers 1–4 to put the events in order.
_____  Grandpa was asleep.
_____  Liam played for ten more minutes.
_____  Liam got ready for bed.
_____  Grandpa set a timer.

Reread the sentences from the story. Then answer the question.
Then Liam heard a loud noise. It sounded like a chainsaw.
What do you think the chainsaw noise was? __________________________

Write the past tense form of each verb.

play brush follow

Antonyms are words that mean the opposite.

Write an antonym for whispered. ______________



common 
nouns
book

proper  
nouns

The Magic Tree 
House
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1 0 0 2 0 2

mila liks to swim in the ocean? 

_____________________________

Circle the words that rhyme.

How many words rhyme?  ____

I  think  I’ll  get  on  a  boat  
today.

I’ll  sail  so  very  far  away
And  find  an  island  where  

I’ll  stay
Forever  and  just  play.

Rewrite the sentence correctly.Circle the vowel team that 
completes the word. Then 
write the word.

Is the vowel sound short or  
long?  

____________________

The water is very d ____ ____ p.

Complete each word to 
match the picture.

s e ______

se ______ 

s ______ e

3 errors ee  ea  eia

h

e
e

3

e

long

two

g l u e

Mila likes to swim in the ocean.

Write the correct word to 
complete the sentences.

We each have  _______  
pencils.

The teacher asked us  _______  
sit down.

 to  two  too

Write the word to answer the 
riddle.

I can be in a bottle or in a 
stick.

I make things stick together 
for you.

I am ___________ !

______  ______  ______  ______  

Circle the consonant blend 
in the word above.

Sort the nouns.Put a check next to the 
correct sentence.

Mrs. Ryland telled us to read.

Mrs. Ryland tolded us to read.

Mrs. Ryland told us to read.

Write the contraction on the 
line.

I  _______________  want 
homework.

We  _______________  talk in 
the hallway.

school 

teacher 

student

Compass 
Academy

Mrs. Potts

Milo

to

don’t

can’t

I am so ex-
cited to eat 
the birthday 
cake ____

What  
flavor is the 
cake ____

Blow out 
the candles 
and make  
a wish ____

question

statement

exclamation

Read each word aloud.  
Sort the word.

cap ice mice cake face

 /c/ (hard c) /s/ (soft c)
 cup pencil

Circle the three nouns in the 
sentence.

Darnell  got  many  toys  for  

his  birthday.

Which noun is a proper noun? 

____________________

Synonyms are words that  
have similar meanings.

Circle the word that is a  
synonym for gift.

 present wrap bow

p ____ r t ____

b a l l ____ ____ n

c ____ ____ d

Fill in the missing letters to  
correctly spell each word.

a

o

a r

o

y

cap

cake

ice

mice

face

answers will vary

s n

Darnell

We lost power for two days 
because of the storm.

!

?

.

Antonyms are words that 
have opposite meanings.

Draw a line to match the 
antonyms.
sunny  dark

bright  dry

wet  cloudy

Fill in the missing letters to  
correctly spell the word.  
Then write a sentence using 
that word.

______ ______ o w -  
precipitation in the form of 
small white ice crystals

____________________________

Underline the two verbs in the 
sentence.

Circle the tense of the verbs in 
the sentence.

Marley  jumped  in  the  

puddles  and  ran  in  the  

rain.

 past present future

Color the five words that 
rhyme with rain.

 train trim pain

 plan stain drain

 brain stem brim

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

We losed power for too days 
because of the storm.

_____________________________

2 errors

Put a check next to the  
sentence with correct  
punctuation.

Liam wasn’t tired?

Grandpa was very tired!

Can I play more.

Write the numbers 1–4 to put 
the events in order.
_____  Grandpa was asleep.
_____   Liam played for ten 

more minutes.
_____  Liam got ready for bed.
_____  Grandpa set a timer.
Then Liam heard a loud noise. 
It sounded like a chainsaw.
What do you think the 
chainsaw noise was? 
__________________________

Write the past tense form of 
each verb.

play

brush

follow

Antonyms are words that 
mean the opposite.
Write an antonym for whispered. 
__________________

4
2

3
1

Grandpa snoring

played answers will vary

brushed

followed

Circle the noun in each  
sentence

The  water  is  cold.

The   ocean  is  huge.


